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Abstract
Wall paintings are physically indivisible from the built heritage, which makes their conservation
difficult. Conservation measures focus on stabilising paintings and slowing deterioration, while
preserving significance and authenticity.
Achieving these aims is complicated. The altered states in which paintings usually survive
to events, exposure, neglect, misguided restorations, and other causes

due

do not always require

stabilisation efforts, but their authenticity and significance may be severely undermined. At the
same time, interventions to re-establish these values may open paintings to physical risk.
Balancing these dilemmas in practice requires constant evaluation of risks, objectives and
outcomes. Conservation cannot be concerned with the attainment of conspicuous visual results
while deterioration issues remain unaddressed. Neither can problems that impair the historic
integrity and meaning of wall paintings be ignored.
For over 30 years, the Courtauld has played a central role in educating conservators to meet the
challenges of the discipline, through a well-established curriculum and a wide range of
internationals fieldwork projects. From this perspective, this paper examines challenges in wall
painting conservation.
Introduction
Wall paintings that are physical dependent on built structures are formed of layers
grounds, preparatory layers, paint layers, original coatings

plasters,

which vary in their number,

combination, thickness, and material composition. Relative to structures, these layers and
materials usually constitute only a thin surface covering, but are compositionally more complex

and vulnerable. Collectively they form a porous interface with the surrounding environment,
which cannot be fully controlled (Cather 2003, 64 65; Cather 2010, 26 28). Consequently, agents
of deterioration, such as moisture and salts, move through wall paintings and cause them harm.
Added treatment materials typically complicate this situation. Wall paintings are generally also
extensive, sometimes covering hundreds of square metres. For these combined reasons, effects
of detrimental change are concentrated (within layers) and magnified (over large surface areas).
In short, buildings better survive the shocks to which they are subject over time, whereas wall
paintings fail preferentially and in multiple ways.
The Courtauld Institute of Art is a leading centre of wall painting conservation. Over the last 30
years, the Conservation of Wall Painting Department has played a central role in educating
students in the discipline, through a post-graduate programme that emphasises analysis of
original technology, and diagnosis and control of deterioration. A wide range of international
fieldwork projects has provided the arena for implementing practical conservation, at sites in
Bhutan, China, Cyprus, Georgia, India, Jordan and Malta, and also in England. Drawing on a few
of these, this paper explores challenges in wall painting conservation.
Conservation context
Current and widely acknowledged approaches to wall painting conservation are adopted from
the built heritage environment. In summary, conservation principles developed from the earliest
conservation charters and guidelines through to the most recent, the most notable of the latter
being the China Principles
(https://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/pdf_publications/china_principles_rev
ised_2015.html), prioritise respect of significance and authenticity, and advocate measures that
prevent damage or seek to alter natural conditions to slow deterioration. Science-based
decision-making is promoted. Remedial treatment is mainly directed at stabilisation. To avoid
contributing to future harm, new interventions should be minimal, selected on the basis of
recognised conservation requirements, and undergo verifiable testing. The teaching and practice
of wall painting conservation at The Courtauld have been moulded by these well-established
general approaches (Cather 1997, 82 94; Cather 2003, 64 74; Cather 2010, 22 32).
The need to adhere to these standards is emphasised by a history of intervention marked by
cycles of treatment implementation, failure and re-treatment. In efforts to preserve them, a
majority of English medieval wall paintings, for example, have undergone successive treatments
of varnishing, wax coating, attempts at wax removal, and recoating with newer materials (Cather
2003: 70). Because of their porous and layered nature, the complete reversibility of added
materials is impossible. Due to their environmental exposure, re-treated wall paintings may
continue to fail in ways that remain incompletely understood. To counter these trends, the
conservation principles outlined above infer that treatments have the potential to cause

damage; that outcomes are often unpredictable; and that results cannot be evaluated on visible
evidence alone, since unwanted effects may not be detectable, and/or be delayed (sometimes
for many years). In their place, preventive measures are favoured, alongside efforts to mitigate
environmental deterioration that avoid intervening directly on paintings. As has been observed,
this approach also recognises critical economical and ethical realities, that poor conservation
decisions not only waste human resources (expertise, time and funding), but also jeopardise the
finite resource that is wall paintings themselves (Cather 2010: 23).
Addressing the conservation of wall paintings as a site-wide objective that incorporates
contextual and environmental considerations is now considered best practice. This is evidenced
by major projects such as the conservation of the Tomb of Tutankhamun, completed by the
Getty Conservation Institute and the Supreme Council of Antiquities, Egypt, in 2017, in which
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focused on reducing recently applied coating materials, alongside greater measures to stabilise
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mber of environmental threats (Wong et al., 2017: 4-8; Wong et

al., 2018: 307 315). But such endeavours and emphasis rely on resources that are not always
present. Tackling environmental deterioration is usually difficult

and sometimes impossible

to achieve for wall paintings, and requires specific expertise and time to be done well; even
when some deterioration is controlled, new deterioration may be activated. In contrast, remedial
treatments offer tangible and more immediate results that, even if short-lived, may be more
attractive to hard-pressed conservation administrators.
Altered states and their problems
Given this context, reconsideration of the nature and importance of remedial treatments is
essential, alongside scrutiny of the ways in which we evaluate their safety and efficacy. This is
especially the case for the following reason. While acknowledging the pre-eminence of
preventive and environmental conservation measures, and the need to focus treatments on
stabilisation, these approaches do not usually address all the problems that wall paintings
present.
Wall paintings generally survive in altered states, compromised by changes and interventions
that undermine their artistic and technical authenticity. Changes usually accrue over many years,
if not centuries. Physical histories may include environmental exposure, effects of natural and
human-made disasters, and alterations associated with site use and reuse, to name only a few
phenomena. Conservation histories spanning more recent and shorter periods
more than about 100 years, and frequently much less

usually no

may comprise repeated and inept

repairs, poor uncovering from beneath concealing layers, damaging cleaning efforts, the
application of preservative coatings, and different restorations. These and other interventions
are typically found in varying combinations.

Despite all this, relatively few phenomena may cause instability, whereas combined effects of
time and interference can leave a painting devalued and, arguably, at risk of future neglect and
harm. If we accept that the value of a painted site derives from its historic integrity,
interventions that only stabilise paintings in their (usually) altered condition could be viewed as
insufficient. On the other hand, undoing effects that detract from significance can be risky,
raising questions about the potential impact and necessity of such treatments.
Treatment evaluation and its limitations
This highlights a number of issues that exist in evaluating the nature of remedial treatments.
Research and testing are expected components of treatment design, with particular emphasis
on establishing the stability and compatibility of treatments. But in trying to match (new)
intervention materials to original (aged/changed) materials, there is no straightforward
equivalence. Methodological approaches are flawed on many levels. Data acquired through
testing provide only an approximation of material behaviour. For example, defining precisely
what constitutes a compatible level of adhesion, porosity or strength in a grout when it is
injected behind an aged original plaster is more or less impossible. In any case, procedures such
as dilution change the nature of a designed grout and its intended parameters in situ.
Similar ambiguities affect the behaviour and evaluation of nearly all treatments. This raises the
risk that treatments can be more easily judged on expedient working properties instead of
long-term performance criteria. For this reason, and despite the difficulties involved, it remains
essential to verify key performance indicators in treatment design. But since approximation is
inherent in this process, the task of evaluation is considerably greater and more nuanced than
this. The potential impacts of treatments need also to be considered in relation to the
contextual and specific circumstances presented by each wall painting.
Alongside achieving stability and compatibility, minimal intervention is a key conservation
principle. But for wall paintings, this is an ambiguous concept, too. Even when problems of
instability are the focus of treatment, these are often only remedied by first tackling nonthreatening conditions, and by employing multiple, overlapping interventions: for example, it
may be impossible to re-adhere flaking paint without first carrying out temporary relaying and
cleaning. Considering such demands and the large size of most wall paintings, it is difficult to
restrict the wider impacts of treatments and their possible adverse effects. The case of injection
grouting presents particular challenges. Because grouting deals with failure that threatens the
collapse and loss of usually large areas of painting, very high levels of intervention and risk are
involved. Hundreds of litres of grout may need to be injected behind a painting, which then
becomes non-extractable. If grouting is the only way of saving the painting, this level of
intervention may be justified as

a in this context. But given the nature of wall paintings

and the imprecision that surrounds knowing how effective grouting is as a remedial treatment,
this assessment has to be weighed against considerable collateral risks, which may, in time,
prove to be as serious as the problem the treatment was meant to solve.
Similar dilemmas are encountered in many other areas of conservation practice. But they are
amplified for wall paintings because of their typically vast scale and material complexity, and
susceptibility to environmental deterioration. Since all remedial interventions involve physical
and chemical changes, and conservation practice is not a precise process, risks are minimised by
applying good judgement in situations of uncertainty. This depends on the following criteria:
determining that significance will not be compromised by the proposed treatment; knowledge
of the deterioration context and its constraints on conservation options; knowledge of physical
conditions and the limitations they imply (can the painting be safely treated?); understanding of
original materials, and especially of their sensitivities in altered states to proposed treatments;
knowledge of treatment materials and procedures, and of their long-term effects (including
non-visible) on original materials in their context; and finally, an evaluation of future risks to the
painting after treatment (will treatment make it vulnerable to new deterioration/damage?).

Principles and practice
The C
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encompass many types of painted building. Sites are both

above and below ground, survive in different states, and are exposed to varying environments.
Supporting structures are of stone, brick, rubble, wood and earth, occurring singly or in differing
combinations. Their paintings collectively incorporate a wide range of technologies and
materials: plasters include lime and earth, found in different combinations and numbers of
layers, mixed with various aggregates and additives; binding materials and techniques include

fresco, oils, proteins (egg, animal glue, etc.) and combinations of these media; pigment use
varies from the simple to the rich and complex. Very different physical and conservation
histories affect the sites. This summary list only touches on their heterogeneity, but also
highlights how translating principles into practice has to be managed on a case-by-case basis.
From 1992 to 2012, the Courtauld conserved several Byzantine and post-Byzantine churches in
Cyprus, where circumstances of survival, condition and technology led to the development of
large-scale cleaning procedures (Solomidou-Ieronymidou and Rickerby 2010, 231 236). Painting
schemes are preserved in well-built churches and generally survive in near complete states; they
are characterised in the main by stable and durable painting technologies; and contaminants
mainly smoke blacking

are usually superficial. Moreover, painting legibility is expected in a

practicing religious context. Although no cleaning method is entirely specific in its action, with
the implication that original materials can be affected in some way, these contextual
considerations allowed judgements to be made that safe cleaning was generally possible (Figure
1). Within this broad approach, decisions were adapted to critical variations of condition and

technique, which in some cases meant that cleaning was avoided altogether. At one church, for
example, the weathering of painting on an exterior wall made its condition too vulnerable to be
safely cleaned. The existence of different schemes of painting in the same church, and of areas
damaged by rainwater infiltration, were other circumstances that influenced decisions regarding
cleaning levels.
A very different set of circumstances and decisions is demonstrated by the approach taken for
the late 12th-century paintings in the Church of the Dormition of the Virgin, in the cave complex
at Vardzia, Georgia (Eastmond 1998). Although mostly hewn from natural rock, the church
incorporates ashlar construction. Its paintings are among the most important in Georgia. A 3year investigative programme (2012-2015) established a painting technology of extraordinary
richness and sophistication (Figure 2). Expensive pigments such as natural ultramarine, cinnabar
and orpiment are applied in complex layers and combinations with organic colourants; gold leaf
and metal foils are present, too. Such features were not previously thought to exist in Georgian
medieval wall paintings, so these findings had far-reaching implications. Hardly visible paint
glazes and degraded original materials could be all too easily lost in cleaning. Indeed, cleaning
interventions in the 19th century and the 1970s had already caused much damage, leaving the
paintings in a highly vulnerable state. Although soot and dirt deposits diminished their legibility,
it was decided that further cleaning was not safely possible here (Courtauld Institute 2015).
Sometimes cleaning has to be done as a conservation priority, even when the risks involved are
considerable. The vault of Our Lady of Victory church in Valletta, painted in oil on stone by the
Maltese artist, Alessio Erardi, in 1716, is now recognised as a major example of monumental
painting. But before completion of a major conservation programme in 2015, its survival was at
stake. Damage from rainwater infiltration and salts had been worsened by treatment with an
oil-resin varnish. Salts had accumulated between the thin layers of the ground, paint and
varnish, breaking down the painting at a micro-level. In addition, oxidation processes had not
only darkened the varnish, but also increased its acidity, presenting new threats. Its removal
from the painting was a conservation requirement. However, chemical similarities between the
paint and varnish, and a lack of distinction at their boundary, meant that cleaning also carried
high risks; increased polarity and diminishing solubility in the varnish made the task more
challenging still. These complex problems were addressed through specialist research, which led
to the development of a cleaning methodology that was innovatively integrated with salt
reduction and consolidation procedures. The treatment process involved multi-staged
interventions, carefully sequenced and timed, using specifically formulated solvent mixtures
applied in gels (Martin de Fonjaudran 2004) (Figure 3).
Avoiding cleaning was not an option in this difficult treatment case, if the painting was to be
saved. In embracing the risks of this undertaking, knowledge that the main activation

mechanism of deterioration

rainwater infiltration

was not ongoing was a decisive factor. In

other situations, persistent environmental problems require a passive approach before remedial
treatments are considered. This was the case for another Courtauld project in Malta, in the
C
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C -Cathedral, Valletta, which contains the tomb

monuments of the first 12 Grand Masters and is decorated with an 18th century painting
scheme (Tringham et al. 2013, 85 96). Salt activity was causing serious loss to the paintings and
monuments, and the adverse influence of the exterior macroclimate on the c
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was identified as a principal factor in this process. But as a subterranean structure with unknown
liquid moisture sources, exclusion of exterior influences alone had the unintended consequence
of triggering microbial growths on the interior. Dehumidification and air-cooling were then
introduced, eventually establishing climate conditions that avoided both salt phase changes and
microbiological activity. Remedial treatments were carefully selected to minimise activating new
deterioration: for example, choosing an inorganic consolidant to avoid the risk of
biodeterioration. In such cases, conservation is a dynamic process that responds to ongoing
setbacks and positive outcomes (Figure 4).
What of other wall paintings that are not at such environmental risk but would benefit from
remedial intervention? How is their treatment

usually re-treatment

approached and

justified? Longthorpe Tower, Cambridgeshire, a building in the care of English Heritage,
preserves a rare scheme of 14th-century domestic wall painting (Impey 2014). Uncovered in the
1940s from beneath limewash, the scheme was repaired with a wide variety of fill materials,
compromising its legibility and significance. In collaboration with English Heritage, the
Courtauld began a conservation programme in 2019 (https://courtauld.ac.uk/longthorpe-tower).
A key component is the removal of many existing fills and their replacement with new ones.
Removing generally stronger repairs from weaker medieval plaster is not without risk. Moreover,
relatively few areas of painting are in danger of imminent loss in their current state. But in
addition to their poor appearance, the existing repairs perform few useful functions. Exposed
edges of painting are left unprotected by repairs that, because of their coarse particle
composition, fail in their conformity and adherence. Other repairs adhere too strongly and are
too dense. As the site is open to the public and its wall paintings are easily accessible to
physical contact, these deficiencies are a latent risk. New repair formulations are based on
careful characterisation of the original plasters. Matching of physical characteristics such as
particle size and distribution, and of binder-aggregate rations, means that new repairs perform
well in relation to the original plasters. The coordinated repair approach also helps to improve
the scheme

e b

. In this case, new repairs help not only to reveal significance, but also,

crucially, to protect the paintings in ways that are both physically and visually compatible
(Figure 5).
Conclusions

The choices and judgements made on these (and other) Courtauld projects are typical of the
challenges wall paintings present in built heritage conservation. If in theory we are relatively
clear about principles and approaches, responses in practice are pulled in different directions by
various complexities and uncertainties. Remedial treatment failures and the harm they cause
demonstrate that the option not to intervene is a valid one. Past failures also demonstrate that
preventive measures and efforts to mitigate environmental deterioration are the most effective
long-term conservation options. But remedial treatments also remain an essential component of
conservation practice, since outcomes of non-intervention can also have adverse consequences.
For wall paintings altered in ways that undermine their historical authenticity, for example,
remedial treatments can be beneficial, although interpretations of their need and extent are
varied and debateable. No remedial treatment is neutral in its impact. Making decisions for or
against treatment reflect unique evaluations of significance and context, in which risks of harm
are weighed against chances of benefits.
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Figure 1. Agios Herakleidios, Monastery of Ioannis Lampadistis, Kalopanagiotis. View of

painting schemes from the thirteenth and early-fifteenth centuries, after cleaning.
Figure 2. Detail of late 12th-century painting, Church of the Dormition of the Virgin, Vardzia,
Georgia. The painting technology is extraordinarily rich and vulnerable, and it was decided that
cleaning was not safely possible here.
Figure 3. Our Lady of Victory church, Valletta, Malta, painted in 1716. Integrated cleaning and
consolidation procedures were based on specialist research.
Figure 4. Crypt of the Grand Masters, St J

C -Cathedral, Valletta, Malta, 18th century.

Conservation combined passive and remedial measures, calibrated to variable environmental
conditions.
Figure 5. Longthorpe Tower, Cambridgeshire, 14th-century domestic wall painting. A
coordinated repair a
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